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Abstract: Data Mining is one of the most interesting areas of research that is become increasingly popular in 

health organization. The data generated by the health organizations is very huge and complex due to which it is 

difficult to analyze the data in order to make significant decision regarding patient health. This data contains 

details about hospitals, patients, medical claims and treatment cost. So, there is a need to generate a powerful 

tool for analyzing and extracting important data from this intricate data. Therefore the proposed methodology 

using Advanced Bayesian Belief Network, physicians and patients can easily distinguish accessible treatments 

and find out which technique for lung cancer is better and cost effective. Advanced BBN also helps to recognize 

the side effects of particular treatment, to make appropriate decision to reduce the hazard and to develop smart 

methodologies for treatment. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 
Data Mining is one amongst the foremost very important and motivating space of analysis with the 

target of finding substantive data from vast data sets. In gift era, data processing is changing into fa shionable in 

health care field as a result of their necessity of economical analytical methodology for sleuthing unknown and 

valuable data in health data. In health business, data processing provides many advantages like detection of the 

fraud in insurance, accessibility of medical answer to the patients at lower price, detection of causes of diseases 

and identification of medical treatment ways. It additionally helps the health care researchers for creating 

economical health care policies, constructing drug advice systems, developing health profiles of people etc. [1]. 

The data generated by the health organizations is extremely huge and sophisticated thanks to that it's 

troublesome to research the info so as to create vital call concerning patient health. This data contains details 

concerning hospitals, patients, medical claims, treatment price etc. So, there's a necessity to get a robust tool for 

analyzing and ext racting vital data from this advanced data.  

The analysis of health data improves the health care by enhancing the performance of patient 

management tasks. the result of knowledge Mining technologies area unit to produce advantages to health care 

organization for grouping the patients having similar form of diseases or health problems so health care 

organization provides them effective treatments. It can even helpful for predicting the length of patients in 

hospital, for diagnosis and creating set up for effective data system management.  

Recent technologies employed in medical field to boost the medical services in price effective manner. 

Data processing techniques analyze the varied factors that are accountable for diseases for instance form of 

food, completely different operating surroundings, education level, living conditions, accessibility of pu re water, 

health care services, cultural,  ecological and agricultural factors as shown in Figure1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Factor Responsible for Disease 
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Various studies highlighted that data processing techniques facilitate the data  holder to research and 

find out unsuspected relationship among their data that consecutively useful for creat ing call [3]. In general, 

method and data Discovery in Databases (KDD) area un it connected terms and district unit used interchangeably 

however several researchers assume that each terms area unit completely different as data processing is one in 

every of the foremost necessary stages of the KDD process [4, 5]. In Fayyad et al., the data discovery method 

area unit structured in varied stages wherever the primary stage is knowledge selection where knowledge is 

collected fro m varied sources, the second stage is pre-process of the desire knowledge, the third stage is that the 

transformation of the info into acceptable format for additional process, the fourth stage is data processing 

wherever proper data processing technique is applied on the data for extracting valuable data and analysis is that 

the last stage as shown in Figure2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Stages in Knowledge Discovery Process 

In present time varied public and personal care institutes area unit manufacturing monumental amounts 

of data that area unit tough to handle. So, there's a necessity of powerful machine-controlled data processing 

tools for analysis and decoding the helpful info from this data. Th is info is incred ibly valuable for care specialist 

to know the reason for diseases and for providing higher and price effective treatment to patients. data 

processing offers novel info relating to care that successively useful for creating body furthermore as medical 

call like estimation of medical employees, call relating to insurance policy, choice of treatments, illness 

prediction etc., [8- 11].  

Several studies known with primary concentrate on varied challenges and problems with data processing in care 

[12, 13]. Data processing also are used for each analysis and prediction of varied diseases [14-23]. Some 

analysis work pro jected Associate in nursing improvement in accessible data processing methodology so as to 

boost the result [24-25] and a few studies develop new methodology [25] and framework fo r care system. It’s 

additionally found that varied data processing techniques like classificat ion area unit employed by care 

organization to extend their capability for creating call relating to patient health. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 
Previous analysis within the field of data mining and medical analysis is in brief conferred within the 

following paragraphs: 

Mani Butwall and Sharaddha Kumar [4] created a groundwork to create by mental act the diabetic 

behaviour in arrangement with specific life vogue parameters like physical activity and emotional states, 

supported Random Forest Classifier. They used dataset collected from National Institute of polygenic disease. 

biological process and urinary organ diseases for the analysis that analyzed several classification algorithmic 

programs which Random Forest classification algorithm obtained a Forest of one hundred trees with twenty 

splits and depth of nine and made the result with a really high accuracy rate of ninety nine.7% EleniGeorga, 

VasiliosProtopappas et al. [5] projected a true time patient watching system known as METABO system that 

consists of a Patient's Mobile Device (PMD), differing types of biosensors, a Central system set remote ly at the 

hospital and therefore the instrument panel from that physicians will follow -up their patients and gain also 

access to the central system. This Advanced system permits the medical man to order personalised treatment 

plans and often quantify patient’s adherence to treatment. the private monitor collect all the data from the 

patient’s body and sends it to the central system from that the data is analyzed by the physicians provides 

personalised recommendation to the patients.  

M.M.Alotaibi, R.S.H.Istepanian et al. [6] projected a mobile watching framework for watching the 

diabetic patient’s mistreatment sensible phones. This method uses the patients mercantile establishment phones 

so as to send the readings of the patients health condition to the cent ral server of the hospital. The hospital 

successively can analyze the patient’s data and supply personalised medical recommendation to the patients 

through messages via sensible phones. This can be really effective thanks to improve patient’s health; this wants 

the patient’s intervention so as to send the readings to the hospital server.  

AishwaryaIyer, S.Jeyalatha et al. [7] have done works to search out an answer to the designation of 

polygenic disease by applying the patterns found within the data throug h classification analysis by using call 

tree and naïve mathematician algorithmic program in Maori hen wherever call tree classificat ion has been 

enforced mistreatment C4.5 algorithmic program so as to come up with the cropped tree. The confusion matrix 
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that was obtained from these algorithms showed that the accuracy rate was concerning 66.95% for the farmer 

and 79.56% for the later.  

Srideivanai Nagarajan, R.M.Chandrasekaran et al. [8] applied numerous classification techniques like 

ID3, Naïve mathematician, C4.5 and Random Tree to enhance the designation of physiological condition 

polygenic disease. The system used techniques to preprocess the data and so analyzed, evaluated the effective 

classifier and located that the Random Tree methodology served the most effective with high level of accuracy 

of 0.938 and error rate of 0.062.Thus mistreatment this analysis the pattern was obtained to predict the presence 

or absence of the malady. Sanjay Kumar fractional monetary unit and Sujatha Dash [9] used a mix of fo ur 

supervised learning algorithms specifically, Classification and Regression Tree (CART),  

Adaboost algorithmic program, Logiboost algorithmic program, Grad ing algorithmic program that 

aims at mining the connection in diabetic data for economical classification, compare these algorithms on the 

premise of misclassification and proper classificat ion rate,finally found that Classification and Regression Tree 

technique was best with an accuracy of 78.646% in comparison to different meta learning algorithms.  

GunasekarThangarasu, P.D.D.Dominic [10] pro jected a framework that uses the foremost economical 

data processing algorithms for prediction of polygenic disease. The framework includes neural networks, 

mathematical logic, Hybrid genetic algorithmic program, and dataclump techniques. This framework established 

to be most effective p redicting framework; this has terribly low tolerance to wheezy data that is taken into 

account an enormous downside of the framework.  

Eleni I. Georga, Vasilios C. Protopappas et al. [11] pro jected methodology mistreatment Support vector 

regression and Gaussian method for brief term prediction of the malady and clump, classification techniques for 

long run prediction of polygenic disease. These helped in continuous watching of the pat ients and additionally 

give personalised medical advices whenever needed. Machine learning techniques were adopted to with 

efficiency predict and monitor the patients. 

 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Classification is one of the essential tasks in Data mining. There are many types of classification 

algorithms for classifying the data. The classification algorithms also play a significant role in analyzing and 

predicting the clinical data. The proposed system uses Bayesian methods of classification to predict lun g cancer 

more accurately and efficiently.  

Bayesian Methods 

Bayesian classification is also called Statistical classifiers. It is used to predict  class membership 

probabilit ies that are probability of a given tuple belonging to a particular class. It is based on Bayes’ Theorem 

is as follows: 

1. Posterior Probability 

Let Z is a data tuple. In Bayesian term it is considered “evidence” and H is some hypothesis that Z 

belongs to a specified class C. 

                              (1) 

Therefore equation1 is P(H|Z) is the posterior probability of H conditioned on Z where as P(Z|H) is the posterior 

probability of Z conditioned on H.  

2. Prior Probability 

Let Z is a data tuple. In Bayesian term it is considered “evidence” and H is some hypothesis that Z 

belongs to a specified class C. 

                  (2) 

Therefore P(H) is the prior probability of H where as P(Z) is the prio r probability of Z.  

The classification based on bayes theory is known as Bayesian classification. It is uncomplicated classifier 

which is achieved by using classification algorithm [8].  

Naïve Bayesian Classifiers 

Naïve Bayesian classifiers believe independency between the effect of a given attribute on a given class 

and the other values of other attributes. 

Dimensions: A training set of tuples and their associated class labels Each tuple is represented by n -dimensional 

vector Z(z1,…,zn), n measurements of n attributes A1,…,An.  

Classes: suppose there are m classes C1,…,Cm 

Principle: Given a tuple Z, the classifier will predict that Z belongs to the class having the highest posterior 

probability conditioned on Z.  

                             Predict that tuple Z belongs to the class Ci if and only if  

                                               P(Ci|Z)>P(Ci|Z)    for 1≤j≤m, j≠I  (3) 

                            Maximize P(Ci |Z): find the maximum posteriori hypothesis 

                                                                                            (4) 
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                                     P(Z) is constant for all classes, thus, maximize P(Z|Ci )P(Ci )  

To maximize P(Z|Ci)P(Ci), we need to know class prior probabilities. "If the probabilities are not known, 

assume that P(C1)=P(C2)=…=P (Cm) ⇒ maximize P(Z|Ci )". Class prior probabilities can be estimated by 

 P(Ci )=|Ci,D|/|D|  

Assume Class Conditional Independence to reduce computational cost of P(Z|Ci ) " given Z(z1,…,zn), P(Z|Ci ) 

is: 
P(Z|Ci) =          (5) 

P(Z|Ci)= P(Z1|Ci)       (6) 

The main drawback with Naïve Bayes Classifier is believed that all attributes are independent with each other 

while in medical domain attributes like patient symptoms and their health state are correlated with each other. In  

spite of hypothesis of attribute independence, Naïve Bayesian classifier has revealed great performance in terms 

of accuracy so if attributes are independent with each other then it is used in medical field. Bayes theorem 

concentrates on prior, posterior and discrete probability distributions of data items.  

Advanced Bayesian Belief Networks 

Advanced BBN is an enhancement of Bayesian classificat ion model. It is a combination of Bayes 

Theory for providing good prediction formulation and Naive Bayesian classifier revealed great performance in  

terms of accuracy so if attributes are independent with each other then it is used in medical field.  Bayesian 

Belief Networks is also called as Graphical models. Advanced Bayesian belief network allows the 

representation of dependencies among subsets of attributes and gives a specification of joint probability 

distribution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Dependency Based Graphical Model 

 

Let as consider the figure 3 shows that Node are random variables, Links are dependency,  X and Y are the 

parents of Z, and Y is the parent of P and also No dependency between Z and P. this graph has no loops or 

cycles. 

For an example we have taken a lung cancer patient graphical model by using Bayesian Belief Network to 

analyze the patient health. 
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Lung Cancer 

Figure 4 Advanced Bayesian Belief Network for lung cancer patients 

Figure 4 shows the Bayesian Belief Network for patients suffering from lung cancer. Advanced 

Bayesian Belief Network is commonly used by many researchers in healthcare field. We develop a decision 

support system using Advanced BBN for analyzing risks that are associated with health. We analyze the 

psychiatric patient data using Advanced BBN in making significant decision about patient health suffering from 

psychiatric disease. 

The conditional probability table (CPT) for variable Lung Cancer derivation of the probability of a particular 

combination of va lues of X, from CPT: 

X 

Z P 

Y 
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P(X1, X2, …., Xn) =      (7) 

Therefore the table1 shows the conditional probability fo r each possible combination of its parents using an 

equation7. 

Table1 CPT shows the conditional probability for each possible combination of i ts parents  

Dependencies (FH, S) (FH, ~S) (~FH, S) (~FH, ~S) 

Lung Cancer 

(LC) 

0.8 0.5 0.7 0.1 

Lung Cancer 

~ (LC) 

0.2 0.5 0.3 0.9 

 

Bayesian Classifiers are statistical classifiers. They provide good accuracy in that Naïve Bayesian 

classifier assumes independency between attributes whereas Causal relations are captured by Advanced 

Bayesian Belief Networks. Using Advanced Bayesian Belief Network, physicians and patients can easily 

distinguish among different treatments technique in lung cancer. They can analyze the effectiveness of 

accessible treatments and find out which technique for lung cancer is better and cost effective. Advanced BBN 

also helps to recognize the side effects of particular treatment, to make proper decision to reduce the hazard and 

to develop smart methodologies for treatment.  

 

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

This approach, the classification accuracy rates for the datasets were measured. For example, in the 

classification dilemma with two-classes, positive and negative, a single prediction has four possibilit ies. The 

True Positive rate (TP) and True Negative rate (TN) are accurate classificat ions. A False Positive (FP) occurs 

when the outcome is inaccurately predicted as positive when it is really negative. A Fa lse Negative (FN) occurs 

when the outcome is incorrectly p redicted as negative when it is actually positive.  

1. Accuracy - It refers to the total number of records that are correctly classified by the classifier.  

                      TP + TN 

                                Accuracy= 

                                                TP +FP+FN +TN 

Table 2Prediction Table  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.  Classification error - This refers to the misclassified datasets from the accurately classified records.  

3. True Positive Rate (TP): It corresponds to the number of positive examples that have been accurately 

predicted by the classification model.  

4. False Positive Rate (FP): It corresponds to the number of negative examples that have been inaccurately 

predicted by the classification model.  

5. Kappa Statistics - A measure of the degree of non-random concurrence between observers or measurements 

of the same categorical variab le.  

6. Precision - is the fraction of retrieved instances that are correlated.  

         TP 

Precision=  

                                                  TP + FP 

7. Recall- is the fract ion of correlated instances that are retrieved. 

                                       TP 

                               Recall = 

                                                              TP + FN 

8. Root-Mean-S quared-error - It is a statistical measure of the magnitude of a vary ing capacity. It can be 

calculated for a series of discrete values, or for a continuously varying function. Sin ce the category label 
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     +        - 
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prediction is of mult i-class, the result on the take a look at set are displayed as a two-dimensional confusion 

matrix with a row and a column for each categories. Every matrix part shows the amount of take a look at cases 

that the particular category is that the row and also the expected category is that the column. Finally, the error 

rate is one minus this. 

Table 3 Performance Analysis of Bayesian Methods  

Classifier 

Accuracy 

(% ) 

True 

Positive 

rate 

False 

positive 

rate Precision  Recall 

 

Classification 

Error(%) 

Ba y es’ T he ory    63.34 0.633 0.254 0.570 0.633 36. 6 6  

Native Bayesian 

Classifier 64.45 0.500 0.544 0.521 0.500 35. 5 5  

Advanced Bayesian 

Belief Networks 

(BBN) 67.45 0.750 0.350 0.825 0.750 30. 5 5  

 

 
Figure 5 Accuracy Based Bayesian classification 

 
Figure 6 Error Rate Based Bayesian Classificat ion 
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Figure 7 Performance Analyses for Bayesian Classifications  

 

The performance obtained exp loitation Advanced Bayesian Belief Network classifier was found to be on top of 

the results obtained within the higher than table3 that depicts that Advanced Bayesian Belief Networks model 

performs higher than that of the opposite classifiers in Bayesian models.  

 

V. CONCLUSION 
The classification algorithms play a significant role in analyzing and predicting the clinical data. The proposed 

methodology uses Bayesian methods of classificat ion to predict lung cancer more accurately and efficiently.  

Bayesian Classifiers are statistical classifiers. They provide good precision in that Naïve Bayesian classifier 

assumes independency between attributes whereas Causal relations are captured by Advanced Bayesian Belief 

Networks. The performance obtained using Advanced Bayesian Belief Networks model performs better than 

that of the other classifiers in Bayesian models. For fu rther enhancement will concentrate an effective utilizat ion 

of data mining in health organizations there is a need of enhance and secure health data sharing with different 

parties. Some propriety limitations such as contractual relations hips among researcher and health care 

organization are fixed to overcome the security issues. There is also a need of standardized approach for 

constructing the data warehouse. 
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